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S Y S T E M S

EASYCUBE
Think outside the box for your displays
The lightweight, low cost structures allow for the
designers to have the utmost versatility and flexibility
when it comes to the displays and messages they are
looking to portray.
Having the ability to manipulate and reconfigure
designs on a continuous basis is also a unique benefit
to the T3 Easycube design.
The key to the T3 Easycube is in the individually
designed features that make up the range of
the designs.
Comprised of counters, plinths and towers of varying
sizes that can all be interchanged and locked together
to make an unlimited combination of display structures.
Using T3 Systems core principle TWIST – LOCK –
CONNECT the T3 Easycube display structures are built
without the use of tools or levers and can be packed in
compact, easy to store and transport travel cases.

TWIST- LOCK
CONNECT
S Y S T E M S
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KEY FEATURES
Reconfigurable and reusable profiles and components
Lightweight, durable and portable design
Modular design for easy storage and transport
Broad range of accessories
Simple no tools assembly
Designed to carry a wide variety of media
Easy to internally illuminate
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FEATURES
Why use T3 EasyCube?
Provides users with the ability to create a diverse range of
structures from a few solutions. All done with a simple twist
lock connect.
Modular Components
T3EasyCube is a completely modular solution.
Being the key to its versatility when creating all
its variations of structures.
Strong
Lightweight, robust design and high quality
materials make it a strong and long lasting
solution.
No Tools
The patented and famous twist lock assembly
methods means that no tools or levers are
required to assemble any T3EasyCube solution.
Reconfigurable
All components are modular allowing for
structures to be reconfigured and
re-purposed efficiently.
Easy to Transport & Store
The modularity means that all structures can be
flat packed and stored efficiently into a range of
cases and bags. Saving on logistical and
storage costs.
Fast to build
Its patented design allows for fast, tool free
assembly of all structures even by untrained
workers, saving on potentially expensive
labour costs
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ADJUST & CLAMP!

1
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T3EasyCube
operates with the
same twist, lock,
connect assembly
system as the
T3Frame

KEY FEATURE
Counters, towers and plinths can be used
individually or in bundles to give you an
almost limitless number of structures to
choose from.
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STANDARDS

ECC1030

Capitalise on our most successful configurations.
The following variations allow for users to get the
most versatility out of the T3EasyCube solution.
Using the standardised profiles, multiple
configurations can be assembled for any
display need.

Oblong Plinth - ECP2020
Largest of the plinth and
counters, it is ideal for POS
units and shell scheme
exhibition stands. Acts as a
base for multiple bundles

Promotional Cubes - ECC10/20/30
Individual or part of a set, these
simple, durable cubes offer a wide
range of display options from
simple retail units to shop window
promotions.

ECC1020

ECP2020

ECC1010
Corner Plinth - ECP4010
Can be used to create
curved or rounded edges
when configured with other
units within the range.

ECP3020 Circular Plinth - ECP3020

ECP3010
ECP2010

ECP4010
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Square Plinth - EC2010
This can be used as an effective
stand alone plinth or counter
but also as an integral part to
numerous configurations.

Ideal for corporate events,
POS units and promo
purposes. Add shelving and

Semi Circular Plinth - ECP3010
Ideal unit to provide curved or
rounded edges when configured
with other units with the range.

COMPONENTS

Easy cube is all about making things simpler,
using just 5 profiles & 2 components from
T3 Frame, all of our plinths and towers can
be made.

KEY FEATURE
Ideal for retail displays, the various
structures can be assembled quickly and
configured to fit any floor space.

A - FNT0283.5 c/c
B - FNT0567 c/c
C - FNT0850.5 c/c
D - AFC0567 c/c-90°
E - AFC1134 c/c - 45°
F - Tube Clamp
G - Connector

CODE
S P LC H R

Tops & Shelving

All of the standards have a set
of durable and fitted tops and
shelves to make the structure a
complete display solution
View our catalogue to find out more

For more information
about our standards
please visit
www.t3systems.com/data sheets*
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Combine & Display
The following variations allow for users to get the
most versatility out of the T3EasyCube solution. Using
the standardised profiles, multiple configurations can
be assembled for any display need.

INFO

The Tube Clamp allows for the
easiest connection between
profiles to be made. Simply hook
the two profiles together and
clamp shut.
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Tube Clamp Combinations
The following variations allow for users to get
the most versatility out of the T3EasyCube
solution. Using the standardised profiles,
multiple configurations can be assembled for
any display need.
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CONFIGURATIONS
Reconfigure and Reuse
Part of the T3EasyCube’s unmatched versatility is the ability to be
reconfigured and re-purposed for other projects and designs.
The individual structures can be relocated and joined together to
create a broad range of dynamic display structures.
How it works

The example structure’s standards can be reconfigured into
various displays. The individual standards are moved to a desired
configuration and then clamped into place. (Each of the following
configurations use the exact same amount of standards as the
below displays

EXAMPLE

Just some of the
Configurations...

4m
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Fully Accessorise your T3 EasyCube
Not only can you reconfigure T3
EasyCube for virtually any needs but
you can accessorise your display with
spotlights, TV mounts and
display shelving.
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GRAPHICS

Finish your display with vibrant graphics.
T3 Easycube comes with stock shelves and tops for
our entire standard range, all that left is graphics! Luckily
T3EasyCube is able to support various graphic types. A
variety of combinations can be created between profiles and
extrusions to accommodate multiple graphic types at a time.
Textile
T3EasyCube can be used to carry all textile or fabric graphics.
Using our Silverlite extrusions, it allows for the silicon edging of the
graphic to be fitted quickly.
Common profiles used: FUSION, CHANNEL
Roll Up

T3EasyCube can be used to carry all manner of roll up graphics.
Profiles are fitted with either steel or Velcro tape with the graphic
then being fitted with opposing Velcro or magnetic tape.
Common profiles used: AIRFRAME
Rigid Board Panels

T3EasyCube can be used to carry rigid panel graphic easily. Profiles
can be fitted with Velcro to ensure the panels stay securely to the
frame.
Common profiles used: AIRFRAME

Seamless Edge

Our 45° Silverlite allows for
a virtually seamless finish to
be created.
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Sliding Door

T3 Easycube also supports
the use of T3 Frame’s Sliding
Door profile allowing you to
create seamless storage.

ACCESSORIES

Multiple accessories for every display need.
There are a variety of accessories that will help compliment or give extra functionality
to any display structure. (View our catalogue to find more accessories that are available)
Bags and Cases

Various branded bags and travel cases are available.
Structures can be dismantled and packed into these cases
for compact transportation and storage.
CODE
CRB

CODE
FWB50/S

Z Stand

Allows for T3Wandlite to located inside any plinth
and counter without fixing it to the structure

Wheels
Structures can be moved quickly and easily by
simply rolling the unit (also with brakes).
CODE
FWB50/S

Shelf support twist in
Provides a support mount for shelving and the
installation of T3Wandlite tubes. Twisting directly
into the channels of T3EasyCube profiles. They can
be applied on an adhoc basis.
CODE
CHSST

Rotating Cube

An ideal promotional message delivery
system. Integrate a number of small to large
structures into the rotating cube cradle.
CODE
RTM

Swan Lights

Illuminate your tower Bundles with
purpose built swan lights.

CODE
RTM
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INDUSTRIES
Unlimited versatility with a simple Twist, Lock & Connect
From counters and towers to full exhibition stands and product
displays the T3EasyCube solution gives you an unhindered
ability to think outside the box with your design.
Bars & Counters
Due to its innovative concept, multiple variations of bars and
counters can be created. Structures can be used individually or
in bundles to create a solution to fit any floor space. Shelving,
sliding doors and product display units can be integrated to
maximise on the structures functionaility.
Exhibitions
Use T3 EasyCube to create cost effective and versatile exhibition
displays. Large display back walls, product display counters and
towers can be assembled in a matter of minutes leaving you more
time to focus on your actual exhibition.
Towers and Columns
T3EasyCube provides the ability to create a variety of functional
and eye catching tower displays. With the ability to stack and
connect individual structures, a broad range of towers can be
create for any purpose. Install shelving units and clear perspex
panels for perfect product display towers.
Retail
Classic retail displays need frequent updates in order to keep up
with current market trends and designs. T3EasyCube allows for
this to be done with a simple Twist&Lock. Promotional graphics
can be quickly interchanged keeping display up to date. Multiple
retail accessories can be integrated to enhance any display.
Point of Sale
All structures can be easily transported and assembled on site
within minutes making T3EasyCube an ideal solution. Users can
adapt their displays quickly with our wide range of accessories.
All floor spaces can be accommodated for due to the ability to
reconfigure and move structures.
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WA N D L I T E
T3EasyCube can easily be integrated
with T3Wandlite which allows for
bright and effective illumination of all
displays and structures

KEY FEATURE
The simple twist, lock and connect
functionality allows for the structures to be
built in a matter of minutes.
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